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Introduction
Encryption is the process of encoding data so that only authorized individuals can access it. You don’t
have to be an encryption expert to use it to secure your data. Many of the technologies you use every
day utilize encryption with little or no action required by you. This guide will help you maximize the value
of these technologies and assist you in securing GW data.
This guidance was developed to accompany the Information Security Policy (http://my.gwu.edu/files/
policies/InformationSecurityPolicyFINAL.pdf). As encryption is required for safeguarding non-public
data, this guide can help you comply with the policy and ultimately take more proactive steps to protect
GW data.
We will cover two types of encryption: encryption at rest and encryption in transit. Encryption at rest
secures data on your equipment’s hard drives while encryption in transit is used to secure data that is
moving through networks or email.

Encryption at Rest: Full-Disk Encryption
Full-disk encryption, also known as whole disk encryption, encrypts the entire disk rendering your data
unreadable by anyone who does not have the decryption key. “Disk” can refer to a hard drive or flash
storage, also known as solid state drives (SSD). All that is required to decrypt and access your data is
successfully logging in to the computer. Without the password, a thief or anyone who removes the disk
from your computer will not be able to decrypt your data.
How do you know if your computer is using full-disk encryption? That will vary depending on your
equipment manufacturer. Here are tips for the four most popular computing platforms: Android, iOS,
macOS, and Windows:
Android: Full-disk encryption is available starting in Android version 4.4. And these were strengthened
in Android version 5.0. Your device may already come with full-disk encryption but because there are so
many Android devices, it is safest for you to check your specific device to be certain. Go to “Settings”
and then “Security.” You may see an option that says “encrypt phone.” If so, full-disk encryption is
available but your device is not using it. Before you turn it on, make sure that your phone is plugged in
and that you can avoid using it for a while. It’s best to just leave the device alone while it encrypts the
disk.
iOS: Fortunately, if you have an iPhone or an iPad, these devices include full-disk encryption that is
already active. You can’t disable it.
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macOS: Full-disk encryption on
macOS is called FileVault. To see
if FileVault is turned on, go to the
Apple menu in the top left corner
of the screen and select “System
Preferences.” Then select the
“Security & Privacy” option and
click “FileVault.” If your disk is
encrypted, you will see a message
that looks similar to the following
“FileVault is turned on for the disk
‘Macintosh HD’.”

Windows: The Windows
operating system uses a
technology called BitLocker
to encrypt your disk. More
and more PCs come with
BitLocker automatically
enabled but you can be sure
it is on by following these
steps.
1) Search for Bitlocker in the
search field on the taskbar.
2) Hit enter.
3) The BitLocker
management screen will
launch.
Another way to access this console is to go to “Control Panel” and then “System and Security” and
“BitLocker Drive Encryption.” If BitLocker is not already enabled, you can do that here. If you need help,
please contact ithelp@gwu.edu or your local support partner.
Remember: Full disk encryption is only as good as the password that you use to secure the device.
So long as your phone is locked with a secure password, your device is taking advantage of full-disk
encryption. When you enter your password or PIN, the disk contents are decrypted so you can
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access your data.
If you need assistance with any of the above instructions or are not taking advantage of full disk encryption,
contact ithelp@gwu.edu or your local support partner.
NOTE: Modern encryption is powerful and impossible to break without significant computing power. Take
care that your password and recovery keys are someplace safe (like a password vault) if you are planning to
encrypt a personal device. For managed devices, these recovery keys are managed for you.

Encryption at Rest: Individual Files
There may be times where you wish to protect a specific file or file folder on your local computer with an
additional level of security. There are
a few ways to encrypt a file or folder
on your PC or Mac which we will
cover in this section.
Mac
1) Create a new folder and put the
files you wish to encrypt in that
folder
2) Open up “Disk Utility” which is in
the utilities folder in Applications
3) Once “Disk Utility” is open, go to
“File” in the top menu bar then
“New Image” and finally “Image
from Folder.”
4) Select the folder you wish to
encrypt

5) You’ll then be prompted to choose a password
and enter it twice.
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6) Select encryption (128 or 256-bit with 256-bit
being stronger), a name for your encrypted file
and where you’d like to save the encrypted file. Hit
“Save.” It may take a few minutes (depending on
the number of files) to finish encrypting the folder.

7) The resulting .dmg file will be encrypted. Anyone with
the password that you chose in step #5 can open this
file.

Encryption in Transit:
When you use the Internet, a mobile app, or anything that requires a network connection, this connection
may or may not encrypt your information in transit. Encryption in transit secures the information between your
device and the website or application so unauthorized persons cannot intercept and read your data, including
login credentials.
How do you know if the website you’re connecting to utilizes encryption in transit? Fortunately, the URL bar on
most modern web
browsers makes
it obvious. There
are two common
protocols used
when connecting to
a website: http and
https. The “s” stands
for secure.. For
example, here is an
example from Chrome on macOS:

Note the lock icon and the “https” at the front of the URL. This indicates a secure site and any information
transmitted between you and apple.com is encrypted in transit.
An insecure website, or one not utilizing encryption in transit may look like this:
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Note the absence of the lock icon and no “https” at the front of the URL. This means your connection to espn.
com is using the http protocol and any information transmitted between you and espn.com is not encrypted in
transit.
When using mobile apps It may be more difficult to know whether your connection is encrypted. That is why it
is important to only use apps from trusted providers and connect to trustworthy wireless networks. Be sure to
only log in to services where you have some degree of assurance that encryption in transit is in place.

Email Encryption
When you send an email from one GWU email address to another, these messages are encrypted in transit.
This is because you are sending an email from one Google inbox to another. When you send an email outside
of the gwu.edu domain to another entity, say johnuser@someotherschool.edu, you cannot ensure that the
message will be encrypted at every stop along it’s route.
When you’re using email to send personal information to another entity, make sure that you use the Zixcorp
email encryption service. The service allows you to simply type “encrypt” in the subject line. This will ensure
that the message will be encrypted between the sender and the recipient, regardless of how the recipient uses
email. You will need to be enrolled in the Zixcorp service for this to work properly.
If you’d like to enroll in the service or have any questions, contact ithelp@gwu.edu or visit https://it.gwu.edu/
gwemail-encryption-faculty-and-staff.
NOTE: Do not send regulated data through email. If someone is asking you to send regulated data over email,
please contact the IT Support Center at ithelp@gwu.edu or 202-994-4948. If you are not sure if certain data
is considered regulated, please visit https://compliance.gwu.edu/information-management and review the
Information Security Policy and supporting documentation.
For additional information or help with any of these steps, contact the IT Support center at ithelp@gwu.edu or
202-994-4948.
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